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TERM 2, WEEK 10 

PRIMARY 

The Star of the Week Award goes to 
Rudhra Senna Prasanth from year 4 
Respect. Rudhra joined Year 4 whilst we 
were online and has adapted very well  
and quickly to our class.  He always strives 
to do his very best and is respectful 
towards his peers and teachers. Rudhra 
takes pride in submitting all his work on 
time and is dedicated and responsible 
towards his learning. He has been resilient 
in all he does during his classes and has 
been a great role model for others. Keep 
moving forward Rudhra,  you are on the 
right track! Well done! Rudhra Senna Prasanth 



SECONDARY 

The Star of the Week Award goes to 
Samitha d/o Thavanayagam from year 7  
Respect. In English lessons, she showed 
keen interest and participated actively 
during her lessons in tha last few weeks. 
She also welcomed the challenges in the 
Mandarin lessons and put in her best in 
spelling tests. She is indeed a very 
promising young girl. We all wish her a 
great learning journey ahead and well 
done! Samitha d/o 

Thavanayagam 



Dear Parents /Guardians, 

It was awesome to see have the students back to school. The term two assessments are over and the school will be back to its 
usual routine, although in a busy international school things are never really a ‘routine’. There has been a good buzz and energy 
about the school in the past week with students being busy with their exams and lessons. The Early Years had their Coffee 
Morning during which they presented their artwork, singing skills with differing slow and fast notes and Mandarin. It was great to 
see their confidence. Coffee Morning for Mileposts 2 and 3 will take place virtually next Wednesday, 17th April, and we hope to see 
many of you. 
 
As you are aware, Checkpoint and IGCSE examinations are just around the corner, and the teachers and students are busy 
with past year paper revision. It is crucial for the students to attend school daily. I have spoken to our Year 9 and IGCSE 
students and informed them the study momentum and exam revision must be continued as usual. This is to prepare 
themselves for the examinations that will be determining their future. 
 
Our Science Week Exhibition been postponed to term 3 as we would like to focus on preparing the students for upcoming 
external examinations. The International Day will be held on the 9 April. Homeroom teachers will be in communication with 
you regarding the details. In the meantime, kindly remind the students to practise good personal hygiene, wash their hands, 
sanitise their hands, use tissues and stay at home. If they’re feeling unwell, please consult a doctor immediately. 
 

We appreciate your continuous support and understanding during the pick up. A request for walk in parents to please park 
your cars after the main gate to ease the traffic flow. Please refer to the attached illustration. Kindly email us at 
principal.puchong@rafflesia.edu.my, if you have any queries or concerns. 
 
Regards, 
Ms.Chandra Veerappan 





This week during IEYC lessons, nursery students watched the 
story of The 3 Billy Goats Gruff. Students learnt to retell the 

story using the puppets they made. 

IEYC Theme: Once Upon A 
Time 



IEYC Theme:  
Ocean Treasures 

For	IEYC	lessons	this	week,	the	children	collected	seashells	and	made	
their	own	patterns	and	pictures!	Well	done	children!	



ARSHMIEKA	SKYLER	 VARIESH	

FREYA	

JAVEN	

KAZEN	

Students learnt how to do animal drawings by using the basic geometrical shapes. They 
identified the shapes to construct the head, body and the tail of the chameleon. 

	



SKYLER	
ADEEN	

FREYA	

KAZEN	

SOFEA	

Drawing	a	
rooster	by	
using	the	
basic	

geometrical	
shapes.	



CISY	
HUBERT	

WONG	YAN	XIANG	

WONG	YAN	XIANG	
TAN	QI	YUAN	 TAN	QI	YUAN	

Students	practised	their	
skills	in	colouring	their	
artwork	by	applying	the	
Cool	&	Warm	colour	

theory.	



HAYLEY	

HUBERT	

TAN	QI	YUAN	
DILAN	

WONG	YAN	XIANG	

HUBERT	



Students	did	an	
online	spelling	
test	after	they	
practised	word	
strokes		and	

word	structures.	



Students 
described 

the 
environment 

in which 
they live. 

 



Hemeindraa a/l Saravanakumar	

Tan Qi Bing Megan Lee Jing Swen 

Students	last	week	were	busy	preparing	for	
their	exams	during	online	classes.	To	help	
our	students	be	prepared	for	the	exam	we	
did	a	Nearpod	course	on	what	types	of	
questions	might	be	in	the	exam	and	how	to	
answer	them.	



During week nine, in their mathematics lessons, the year six students were learning about the topic ’Time’. After 
going through time zones, time conversions and time calculations, they also produced a presentation focusing on 

different types of time devices.

Pang	Ruo	Qing	

Eishal	Zahraa	Binti	Faizal			

Katelyn	Eliana	Ng	

See	Shao	Jie	



 Firstly, sugary food like candies and 
cupcakes give us quick energy, but 
we should eat less of them because 
they are unhealthy. Secondly, 
minerals such as iron and calcium are 
important for our health. Iron is 
needed for proper blood function and 
calcium is required for our teeth and 
bones. Next, protein is used to build 
our bodies and make us strong. We 
also need fat to keep us warm and 
protect us. Besides, carbohydrates 
give us energy and it can be found in 
bread, pasta, rice and more. Lastly, 
vitamins which are divided into 
groups A, B, C, D and E, eep our 
body healthy.	

 Every day, I wake up in the 
morning and I will eat a lot of 
c a r b o h y d r a t e s f o r m y 
breakfast. For example, I have 
cereals and bread. In the 
afternoon, I will eat a lot of 
protein and fat such as fish, 
eggs and meat. I will also 
drink plenty of minerals to 
keep me hydrated. In the 
evening, I will have a few 
snacks such as chocolates or  
cookies to give me quick 
energy so that I can do work 
even faster. Lastly, at night, I 
will also eat a lot of protein 
and vegetables.  

Sugar is sweet! Sweet food 
gives us quick energy but we 
should try to eat it moderately 
as it is unhealthy. Minerals are 
important for our health. 
Vitamins and minerals keep us 
free from diseases. Apart from 
this, we also need fat to keep 
us warm and to protect our 
body from trauma.  
     I eat plenty of vegetables 
but I only eat a small amount 
of bitter gourd. If I'm hungry 
be tween mea ls , I have 
biscuits. I like a little salt in my 
rice. I like eating several kinds 
of fruits.  
	

  Lee Jia Bao Bernice	  Lee Jia Bei Brenda	Gabriel	Bong	Jian	

Students were asked to draw a food pyramid based on their personal diet and talk about it.  



  	  	

Students were asked to do an illustration based on their instructions to find a treasure.
INSTRUCTIONAL WRITING



The	 students	 has	 been	 learning	 about	 the	 IF	 and	
COUNTIF	 functions	 in	 Microsoft	 Excel.	 They	 wrote	
the	formula	on	whiteboard.fi	

Valeriya	

Khow	Jin	Xen	

Maximus	

Hew	Qiao	Jie	

Wong	Qing	



Natalie	Hew	

Hadif	

Hew	Qiao	Jie	

Joey	Lim	



Students learned how to transform 2D shapes by combinations of rotations, 
reflections, enlargement and translations. 

ANISA 

Cheng Jiun 

Yan Qi 

Jerry 



by	“Adrianna”	



by	“Khalyaani”	



Students	in	Global	Perspectives	have	been	completing	their	second	piece	of	coursework;	this	is	a	reflective	account	
of	how	they	worked	on	a	team	task,	including	how	successful	their	team	task	was,	how	well	they	worked	as	a	team	
and	what	they	could	do	to	improve	on	a	future	similar	task.	As	part	of	the	planning	students	also	conducted	a	wide	
range	of	research	into	cultural	perspectives.	Below	are	some	extracts	from	their	reflective	accounts.	

 
 
For my Global Perspectives team task 

coursework, my team decided to create a website for 
our outcome. The aim of this outcome was to 
encourage adolescents to participate in more physical 
activities during school time and outside school. 
Overall, the aim of the project was partially achieved.  

 
The main limitation while we were planning and 

implementing the project and outcome was the MCO 
(movement control order) due to the Covid pandemic. I 
believed this limited our ability to fully achieve our aim 
due to social distancing which is present during many 
physical activities for the question sports and 
recreation.  

 
Nicole Ong Wen Yi 

Learning About Different Cultural Perspectives 
 
At first, I thought that each culture would have similar 

views about physical activity as it is a vital part of our lives. 
However, after conducting interviews with students from different 
cultures, I realised that there are some differences. For example, 
the Muslim student said that she tends to avoid certain sports 
that required them to wear skin-tight clothes, which are 
prohibited in her culture. Her participation in sports was also 
affected as she had to pray five times a day. 

Additionally, when I was researching the western cultural 
perspectives on physical activity, I stumbled upon a culture from 
Barbados. In their culture, being overweight is considered 
attractive and a sign of good health, which leads to people 
avoiding physical activity to maintain that overweight physique 
(Sharma. A,2012). This shocked and perplexed me because of 
how different their perspectives were compared to my culture, as 
we never associate good health with obesity. Hence, this has 
taught me to respect every culture as everyone has unique 
perspectives towards the issue. 

 
Hermione Tan Xue Teng 



 
Reflections about Different Cultural Perspectives 
 
At first, I thought that food wastage was an easy topic and that 
the cultural perspectives of the countries all around the world 
would be similar, but there were many interesting differences. 
For example, I was surprised by the fact that the food wasted in 
India was equivalent to the entire food consumption of the 
United Kingdom (Heblikar, 2019) because I used to think that 
the people in India were mostly poor and living in poverty which 
may also lead me to think that they would not have much money 
for food.  
 
Furthermore, I was also astonished by the wide range of 
solutions for food wastage. For example, the solutions I knew 
before our presentation were saving food for leftovers and 
donating them to the needy. However, we also found another 
alternative called a charity fridge which exists in the UK 
(Kaufman, 2019) which I would also consider being a cultural 
difference.  
 
Aside from that, we also discovered many similarities between 
cultures such as the amount of food wasted during festivals as 
all culture have one. For example, 20,087.5 tonnes of food were 
wasted daily during Ramadan (Pillay, 2018) and a huge amount 
of food is also wasted on weddings in India as weddings are a 
big part of India’s culture (Popescu, 2019).  
 
 
Andrew Yong Zhen, Loh 
 

 
 
 
Learning from the projects as a whole 
 
Before working on this project, my team and I hesitated to 
choose this topic as most of us waste food quite often. However, 
we decided to choose "food wastage" instead of other issues 
related to water, food and agriculture because not only this 
would inspire the students to stop wasting food, it would also 
motivate us to do so too as we had researched a lot regarding 
this matter.  
 
I have learned that millions of people suffer from malnourishment 
and being underfed because of lack of food and poverty 
(Grundig, 2018). This teaches me to be grateful and to respect 
food, as not everyone can have a proper meal. However, people 
tend to throw food even if the food is still perfectly edible just 
because 'it doesn't look nice' or because 'it doesn't taste 
good' (Astala. F, 2017).  
 
Nevertheless, I have discovered that we can stop wasting food 
by doing simple things. For example, we can use a charity fridge 
to reduce food wastage and feed the needy as you can give food 
and take food from it. We can also donate food to the needy; this 
helps the needy and helps people who can't finish their food (Jo-
Lyn. N, 2015). Respect for food is a respect for life, for who we 
are and what we do (Keller. T).  
 
Nur Nazeeha Binti Nazim 





Pastoral Care 
Article 

Why Sleep Matters 
for Kids 

Sleeping to Succeed 
Sleep plays a critical role in helping our 
bodies and minds recover and rejuvenate. 
As a resul t , s leep contr ibutes to 
improvements in learning and promotes 
regulatory functions such as emotional and 
behavioral control that are important for 
each and every day. Some examples of 
physiological and behavioral benefits of 
sleep include: 
● Improving our ability to learn new 

information and form memories 

● Restoring neural connections 

● Assisting in optimal emotional control, 

decision making, and social interaction. 
●  Enhance memory 

● Enhance maths calculation skills 
Source: American Academy of Sleep Medicine & 

University of North Carolina 



Total:3092 
 
Merit Points for 
the week: 113 

Total: 4115 
 
Merit Points for 
the week: 189 

Total: 2979 
 
Merit Points for 
the week: 123 

Total: 2514 
 
Merit Points for 
the week: 91 


